
• Construct PCA eigenbasis
using Star B images

• Project Star A image onto
eigenbasis up to desired
number of basis modes to
perform LSQ fit and make
PSF model

• Subtract model from Star A
image

• Repeat for all Star A images,
derotate, and mean combine

• Repeat for Star B using Star A
to make eigenbasis

• We observed 17 binaries from
2014-2017 using MagAO/Clio4,5 on
Magellan Clay Telescope in L’
(3.77µm) and 3.9µm filters.

• Systems are young (<300 Myr),
nearby (<200 pc), with separations
>2” (so PSFs can be isolated) and
<10” (so stars are within isoplanatic
patch at L’), and contrast <2 mag
(so PSF features have similar SNR).

• Starlight PSF subtraction in direct imaging companion
searches can be improved by imaging science and reference
stars simultaneously in the same filter band – “Binary
Differential Imaging (BDI)”1,2

• Imaging at long wavelengths (L’) exploits the region where
substellar SED is maximum and the large isoplanatic patch at
L’ (>10”) so science and reference PSF should be very
similar.

• Rodigas et al. 2015 found ~0.5 mag deeper contrast inside 1”
with BDI + KLIP3 compared to ADI.
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Illustration of Binary Differential Imaging with KLIP for 
constructing a PSF model

• Quantified performance using signal injection & recovery to
determine contrast at which signal SNR crosses 5-sigma

• Converted to mass limits using L’ abs mag and literature age to
interpolate mass with BTSettl isochrones6

Clio image of HD 47787 prepared for BDI+KLIP

Contrast and mass limits for HD 37551 AB
• One candidate companion signal detected (red circle below).

We proposed to observe with MagAO-X in 2022 to confirm
companion status. Estimated ~60-90 Mjup candidate
companion

• First light Dec 20197
• Subsequent observations disrupted by COVID-19
• VIS-X spectrograph first light expected in 2022

Render of MagAO-X on the Nasmyth
platform of Magellan Clay telescope at Las 

Campanas Observatory in Chile

A z’ image compared to theory taken during 
commissioning

MagAO-X commissioning team, Dec 2019

• Follow-on to MagAO-X for GMT
• Passed GMT conceptual design review Sep 2021
• PDR planned for mid-2022

Science Objectives8
• Reflected light imaging and 

biosignatures of nearby known 
exoplanets

• Accreting protoplanets in H-
alpha

• Disk imaging
102 nearby known exoplanets from RV which 

could be detected in a single night with 
GMagAO-X as a function of Earth-equivalent 

instellation,with potentially habitable 
terrestrial planets labeled.

Ross 128 b
Proxima b

Luyten b

Wolf 1061 c GJ 667C c

Design8
• One 3000 actuator DM per 

8.4m mirror -> same Strehl
ratio as projected for 
MagAO-XPost-coronagraph raw contrast using Males 

& Guyon 2018 model for I-8 mag star

Results

Summary of binaries in survey


